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Top Line Summary:
•

•

•

•
•

Anti-immigrant and far right movements have been using traditional narratives focusing on
welfare benefits for refugees. The narratives often highlight the perceived preference for
Ukrainian refugees over supporting the local populace.
Anti-NATO messaging is spreading - a youtube video showing NATO expansion has been
viewed over 6 million times since its posting on March 1. The video is being spread by
several high-profile online accounts Including Lijian Zhao, a Chinese Foreign Affairs
spokesman.
Messaging about increased consumer prices (esp. petrol and natural gas), have continued to
be one of the focal points of anti-sanction and broader anti-war narratives which has been
promoted by political actors ranging from the extreme-right and left but including more
mainstream actors such as former Slovak prime minister, Robert Fico.
Disinformation about numbers of victims and scale of the war’s impact on civilians continues.
The official Facebook pages of 44 Russian Embassies in Europe continue their trend of
heighted activity by posting more content than average. They posted 1,033 times between
14-20 March (92 more than previous week) averaging 147.57 posts per day (134.43 previous
week). Despite the increased posts they received less engagement by their audience
including less shares to others. Slovakia and Romania remained the top target countries for
their activity, 198 and 127 posts respectively during the week. While the 22 posts in Bulgaria
received the most shares and overperformed compared to the pages average engagement
rates.

To monitor the situation live the Beacon Project has launched a Facebook tracker to monitor
the Russian (and Chinese) Embassy activity. You can contribute by providing links to the
Official Social Media pages of the Russian Embassies in your country. Contact
beaconproject@iri.org to find out how you can support.
•

•

EU Member States are divided on how far the EU should go in further penalizing Moscow.
Some Eastern European members declared readiness to boycott Russian oil and gas, while
Germany and others are still resisting. Although the EU has largely been praised for its
unified response to the crisis, divisions over the scale and implementation of sanctions and
government boycotts have the potential to fuel pre-existing anti-EU narratives based on
perceptions of inequality among member states.
Poland is preparing to accept hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians into its administrative
system, making it easier for Ukrainians to migrate permanently to Poland and other EU
countries in the future. As refugees become more established in host countries the potential
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•

for strain on national services (e.g., education and healthcare) can serve to further antirefugee narratives.
There are currently 3,626,546 refugees outside Ukraine (data from 23 March). Most are in
Poland - 2,144,244 (59,12%), according to official UNHCR data
(https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine).

Narratives
1) From the Headlines:
RUSSOPHOBIA
Claims of Russophobia have been a traditional response from the Kremlin and are being used to
present the Western actions to counter Russian aggression as a continuation of an anti-Russian
policy. Common elements of this narrative are that Russian language is being vilified and Russian
speakers are being targeted for abuse. The narrative has been spread by all levels of the official
Russian government and hotlines to support supposedly harassed citizens have been announced by
Russian embassies around Europe.
Assumed Target Audience:
General Public, Left and Liberal leaning groups

Czech Ministry of Interior's campaign against Russophobia

Even though many social media posts containing hate speech or derogatory language against
Russians target Russian military or specific individuals participating or profiting from Putin's regime,
there are several posts targeting Russian society or Russians living outside of Russia.
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Example of Russophobia on Czech twitter.

In Poland the Tweet below went viral sparking much online discussion, mainly on Polish Facebook.
This was later deleted but still got a coverage from international media, like the BBC:

Hate Speech on Facebook
Meta Platform published a press statement confirming that it is against user rules anywhere to call
for the assassination of Russian President Vladimir Putin or other heads of state. Meta also
announced a temporary easing of its hate speech policy to allow users in Ukraine post threats to
Russian military in the context of its invasion of the country.
Potential Impact:
Primary risk: Escalation of instances of hate speech into hate crimes, discrimination or even physical
attacks. We believe there is a medium risk of success as most of hate speech seen online is not
targeting average ethnic Russians. Verbal or physical attacks against ethnic Russians outside of
online space seem to be isolated events rather than a growing trend.
CIVILIAN TARGETS
As negotiations about humanitarian corridors continue, disinformation started to spread about
Ukrainian troops taking civilian hostages and preventing civilians from leaving the country. This
information appeared on Sputnik as well as several private accounts. Interestingly, the same week,
international media reported about 400 citizens hiding in the Mariupol hospital being taken hostage
by the Russian military. Civilians were also targeted during the March 16 bombing of Mariupol's
theatre, where hundreds of people had been sheltering. The Russian Federation denied that such a
bombing ever took place.
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Assumed Target Audience:
These narratives seem to focus on both Russian and non-Russian public and to provide alternative
explanations of the events covered in Western media.
Potential Impact:
Primary risk: Denial of highly publicized events is creating a high level of confusion and potential
distrust in media as a source of information. Given the fact that the denial of the Mariupol bombing
comes from the Russian defence ministry, the risk of Russian public trusting this information (or
doubting Ukrainian version of the narrative) is high.
Additional risks: Discrediting of audio-visual footage produced by international reporters threatens
credibility of media coverage of the entire conflict. This can impact on going public support for the
provision of humanitarian and military assistance.

2) Medium/Long-Term:
ANTI-REFUGEE AND BROADER ANTI-MIGRANT
Anti-refugee narratives promoted by certain political actors persist with messages around welfare
benefits and special treatment of refuges over the interests of local citizens. This has primarily
remained within the political fringes such as Ruch Narodowy (National Movement) in Poland and
Svoboda a přímá demokracie (Freedom and Direct Democracy) in Czech Republic.
Assumed Target Audience:
General public of bordering countries (Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Moldova),
Far-Right political actors, Anti-immigrant movements
Potential Impact:
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The primary risk is that combined with an increase in consumer prices, messages around perceived
special treatment will reduce support for refugees as well as for continued or deepened sanctions
along with other actions the West has taken in response to Russia’s aggression. As the number of
refugees continues to grow beyond the immediate border region this sentiment can be used by
other anti-immigrant and far-right actors across Europe. The risk is currently assessed to be low, on
account of the broad support for Ukraine and the enormous grassroots mobilization of local
communities to support the refugees.
An additional risk is that this narrative when combined with more general anti-sanction messaging
could increase receptiveness to both. Although Western sanctions are broadly supported by most
mainstream political actors, there have been anti-sanction messages from those considered as the
political center. Combined with the potential for a convergence in positions from the extreme and
more centrists political actors the risk is currently assessed to be medium and should be monitored
closely.
ANTI-SANCTION/CONSUMER PRICES
As prices of household stables such as petrol, natural gas, and food stuffs increase the potential for
anti-sanction narratives to be picked up by more mainstream political actors and the general public
is likely to increase.

While the anti-sanction narratives have largely been confined to the political fringes like Mi Hazánk
Mozgalom (Our Homeland Movement) in Hungary more mainstream political actors such as former
Slovak Prime Minister and leader of the largest opposition party (SMER-SSD), Robert Fico have the
potential to decrease public support for the sanctions regime.
Assumed Target Audience:
General Public
Potential Impact:
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The primary risk is that these narratives will appeal to the broader public as they continue to pay
more for their household goods and will be exploited for political gain, especially amongst
opposition parties looking to criticize the handling of the economy. Given the potential for
exploitation and the impact price increases have on average citizens, the risk associated with this
narrative’s potential impact is assessed to be high. More thorough monitoring of mainstream
political parties and commentary from the generally public should be done to track this narrative.

Estimated Mentions of Price Increases on Facebook (in PL,CZ,SK)
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ANTI-NATO
Anti-NATO narratives have been an underlying theme across most of the key narratives in the
conflict as opportunists and political extremists point to an aggressive NATO policy as the cause of
the war. In particular, the notion that NATO is an expansionist organization provoking Russia has
been spread by Russian diplomatic missions as well as largely far-right political pages across Europe.
Of concern is the number of Hungarian pages that have also shared this content since the beginning
of March, largely on the far right but also those that can be seen to support the ruling Fidesz party.
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Assumed Target Audience:
Hungary, Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Other
NATO countries
Potential Impact:
The primary risk is that the anti-NATO narratives will become further interwoven with the antirefugee and anti-sanction narratives to build a broader base of support for the messaging and
receive more attention from more mainstream political actors and the general public. Although the
risk to overall support for NATO is assessed to be low the risk that this narrative can be used as an
additional avenue to build broader support for more general anti-Ukrainian or pro-Russian
sentiment is more significant and overlap between these narratives should be monitored closely.
Country and Regional Overview:
Poland:
•

In Poland, the “refugees” topic is still trending, contrary to the number of “immigrants”
mentions on Twitter (over 247K mentions since February 1, over 40K in the past week) and
in online media (over 22K articles, over 5k in the past week) – this trend is getting weaker for
the time being:
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•

However, the anti-Ukrainian content is on the clear rise on Twitter in Polish language (over
11K tweets since the February 1, over 2K in the last week, and 917 news articles, with 197 in
the past week):

•

Discourse about Ukraine and Ukrainian refugees in Polish social media is getting more
hostile, with an increasing level of vulgar and offensive language; This trend is particularly
clear among the supporters of the Konfederacja party, as well as anti-vax circles, and is
connected with “Polonization” / “Repolonization” of Ukrainian citizens, as well as “taking
back Polish cities”, not only from Ukraine, but also from Belarus and Lithuania (a popular
patriotic narrative, often employed by pro-Russian actors in the Polish information sphere):
A. “#Ukraine is an artificial state. Ukrainians are an artificial nation. #Russia will take
whatever it wants, and world leftism will only scribble with chalk on the pavement as a
protest. We're on the wrong side. We should recover Polish cities - #Lviv, #Vilnus,
#Grodno”
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B. Really popular message in the Polish far right: “”Yes for help, no for privileges”:
“@RobertWinnicki: The Act on Assistance to Refugees was unfortunately written as a
project for settlement and granting citizenship, and not as a law that allows for
immediate assistance.”:

C. “More than half of Poles are against the involvement of our country in a direct military
conflict in Ukraine! Under no circumstances should we get maneuvered into this. Aid
cannot mean dragging Poland into the war. #NoWar”
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D. “Ukraine is the globalists’ bastard! More and more political analysts confirm this. I would
also like to add that Ukraine is a CIA (Mossad) mine planted in Europe, the task of which
is not only to destroy Russia, but the rest of Europe.”
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E. “I called home, talked to my mother and she says that Ukrainian cattle got in Legnica
newly built city apartments, which the Poles were waiting for. Everything for free. He
asks me how it is that this rabble does not have to wear masks and the Poles do. She
says that in the streets there is only Ukrainian language”

F. Below, a tweet by a member of the national council of the KORWiN party: “Most of the
newcomers from Ukraine flee the Zelenski regime. They are using the war as an
opportunity. Let us not blame them for this. They need to be polonized and converted to
Freedom.”
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•

•

•

Additionally, Russian and pro-Russian content is being widely distributed on Twitter (mostly
video content) directly taken from Russian state propaganda about the success of the
Russian “humanitarian help” for the Ukrainian citizens in the conquered regions. One of the
most prominent sources for this type of content is this Telegram channel: Niezależny
dziennik polityczny https://t.me/ndp_pl (ENG: Independent Political Journal),
Moreover, there is a significant rise in sharing extremely violent video content, about alleged
atrocities of the Ukrainian armed forces (especially volunteer battalions) against civilians,
mostly Russians, but also Ukrainian citizens. Particularly active in popularizing this content is
for instance this profile: https://twitter.com/ann56502906 - tweets from this account are
widely shared among the right-wing supporters, especially the Konfederacja Party; it is safe
to assume that “Ukrainian war crimes” may be a among new narrative trends.
There was a new case of a viral fake news sent via SMS with content: “If you take refugees
home, you have to stick to them for 1.5 years. There is such a law”, this is another scheme of
building anti-Ukrainian sentiment reported by konkret24.tvn24.pl spreading outside social
media channels.

Czech Republic:
•

As the government introduces benefits and expenses reimbursement schemes for
households hosting Ukrainians who fled the conflict, there are new narratives about
prioritization of refugees' needs over the needs of their own citizens, especially in relation to
raising energy costs, access to healthcare and affordable housing. These narratives are
among others spread by populist parties such as SPD.
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Example of hate speech against Ukrainians ("UK's have everything and we can die"). "UK's is a
condescending expression for Ukrainians.
•
•

Another new, although marginal, narrative is that Ukraine conflict has been created to mask
deaths caused by the vaccination. (Example)
Despite the increasing existence of negative narratives, a large part of society is still very
welcoming towards the refugees.

For more information see our local partners activities: Association for International Affairs
(AMO), Prague Security Studies Institute (PSSI)
Slovakia:
•

After Slovakia approved a plan for the deployment of over 2,000 NATO troops at its border,
narratives about provocations of Russia and being subservient to the U.S. appeared on social
media, including accounts of politicians.

For example, this politician from Slovenské Hnutie Obrode calls President Čaputová an American
agent. According to her the deployment of the NATO troops is an occupation.
•

Similarly, narratives about helping Ukrainians (humanitarian help, benefits, emergency
accommodation...) at the expense of Slovaks are spreading also in Slovakia. These narratives
are spread not only by fringe media but also by some political parties such as
representatives of SMER party.
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“There is money for Zelensky's weapons but not for Slovaks"
•

•

•

The conflict deepens polarization in the Slovak society. Slovakia is known for the most proRussian society in the Central Europe (GLOBSEC trends report) and pro-Russian propaganda
is still being openly spreader by several political figures including former prime-minister Fico
who among others described the war as a conflict between USA and Russia.
According to survey research (sample of 1,000 respondents) from the beginning of March,
over 67% of Slovaks don't agree with the presence of NATO troops in the country. There is a
significant divide between voters of certain parties.
Slovak newspapers Dennik N revealed ties between Russian intelligence operatives and proRussian fringe media Hlavné správy (recently banned by a new anti-disinformation law). Last
week Dennik N published a video tape produced by the Slovak counterintelligence providing
clear evidence of the recruitment of one of Hlavné správy's editors.

For more information see our local partners activities: Globsec, Infosecurity.sk
Romania:
•

The Russian Embassy in Romania continues to be the second most active in producing
content with 127 posts between March 14-20, however, interactions to the post remain
consistent with the page’s average, meaning it does not appear to resonate with the
audience. One reason for this could be that almost all the content is posted in Russian and
English rather than in the local language. Often the comments left by users are proUkrainian messages rather than support for the content.
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For more information see our local partners activities: Global Focus, Expert Forum
Bulgaria:
•

•

The Russian embassy in Bulgaria has received significant interaction rates on their posted
content during this week with the performance of their post being more than 2.54 times
higher than their normal average.
A video of the Russian Ambassador, Eleonora Mitrofanova, promoting the main propaganda
narratives was one of the most engaged with posts of any that the Russian Embassy
produced in the last week and received more than 27,000 views (50% directly from the post
and 50% attributed to being shared by others). While a video supporting the denazification
narrative also overperformed the page’s average and received almost 21,000 views.
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•

•

Although we do not have data on the private accounts that interacted with the content, an
initial examination of the comments shows most are supporting the Russian position and
appear to be coming from supporters of the far-right including the Възраждане (Revival)
party. The party has been particularly active on Facebook with its anti-NATO and antisanction content being some of the most popular. This is a political party of concern as
recent opinion polling indicate they has largely solidified their 5% national support and can
be seen as one of the major disruptive parties in the immediate future.
On March 14, the Bureau of the European Parliament in Bulgaria held a discussion on
Foreign Influence threats to European Democracy in which it was agreed by the invited
experts that Russia continues to successfully exploit gaps in Europe’s response to the
information war.

For more information see our local partners activities: Center for the Study of Democracy,
Institute for Global Analytics
Baltics:
•
•
•
•

Baltic and Polish journalist associations sent an open letter to their Russian colleagues asking
they stop the war propaganda https://bit.ly/3ui15Yh.
Estonia is calling for NATO to abandon its “tripwire” posture in eastern Europe and build up
a permanent force in the region capable of stopping a Russian offensive.
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania expelled several Russian diplomates that were linked to
actions that are not in accordance with diplomatic duties.
Latvia introduced higher penalties for hate speech and war propaganda. Also, a pro-Kremlin
blogger was arrested for incitement to hatred and possible cooperation with the Russian
intelligence agencies.
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•

Western Balkans :
•

•

On March 19, pro-Russian protesters from extreme groups were marching in Novi Sad
(capital of province of Vojvodina, Serbia's second largest city). This is just one in the line of
several pro-Russian protests which occurred in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Republika Srpska entity) since the beginning of the conflict.
In the previous week, there were multiple bomb alerts on Belgrade-Moscow flights, most
were received by Belgrade authorities. Since the beginning of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
Belgrade has increased the number of flights connecting Belgrade and Moscow.

For more information see our local partners activities: Truthmeter.mk, Raskrikavanje
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